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Slow and steady wins the race
The US has sneezed and we’ve all caught a cold, following what some have been calling a mini wreck
in the US on the weekend. I’m ignoring all the noise today and focussing on a good, strong
investment strategy over the long term. By long term, I’m talking decades not years – and that's
dividend reinvestment plans in good companies.
Also in the Switzer Super Report, we have Paul Rickard’s monthly update on our portfolios. The
income portfolio is ahead of the pack by 1.3%. Our growth portfolio is lagging, as it waits for the
inevitable fall in the Aussie dollar to help some of the companies in that bunch.
In Buy, Sell, Hold - what the brokers say resources stocks Evolution, New Hope and Fortescue get
upgrades and we have James Dunn discover what might be the next Carsales.com.au, REA Group
and wotif.com.au in his article today.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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SSR portfolio review for March
by Paul Rickard
A return to the 2013 “norm” (banks heading higher,
resources stocks under pressure) disguised an
otherwise flat market in March. Overall, the share
market fell by 0.2% in March to be up 0.8% so far this
calendar year, or 2.1% when dividends are included.
Reflecting these broader sector movements, our
high-income portfolio has outperformed the market by
almost 1.3% this year, while our growth-oriented
portfolio has underperformed by 1.2%.

there are some biases; and
Of course, we look for companies that pay
franked dividends and have a consistent
earnings record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a very different
approach to the sectors, in that it introduces biases
that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX 100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).

Portfolio recap
Performance
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and
‘Growth-Oriented Portfolio.’
The purpose of these portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach to portfolio construction. As the rule sets
are of critical importance, we always commence a
review by briefly recapping the key portfolio
construction processes applied.

The income-oriented portfolio is up by 3.38% for the
year to date and the growth-oriented portfolio is up by
0.87% (see tables at the end). Compared to the
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which
adds back income from dividends), the income
portfolio has outperformed the index by 1.29% and
the growth-oriented portfolio has underperformed by
1.22%.

The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.01%, franked to 90.4%. The construction rules
applied include:
Using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower PE, higher yielding
industry sectors;
To minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says that our sector biases in the
major sectors (financials, materials and
consumer staples) will not be more than 33%
away from index;
Identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe
confined to the ASX 100;
Within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although

Banks lead the way in March
It was a mixed month in March, with bank stocks
leading the way and the financials sector up 2.9%.
Continuing their lacklustre performance, stocks in the
materials sector (in particular the resource stocks)
came under pressure as commodity prices fell, with
the sector down 4.2% in the month and 1.2% on a
year-to-date basis.
Another factor weighing on the market was the
Aussie dollar, which rose to almost 93 US cents by
the end of the month. This impacted sectors such as
healthcare and consumer discretionary, and
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tempered any rise in the industrials sector.
The smallest sector with a weight of only 0.8% in the
S&P/ASX 200, information technology, is the leading
sector this year, with a return of 5.3%. Stocks such as
Computershare (CPU) and CarSales.com (CRZ) are
leading the way.
The table below show the sector weights (as a
proportion of the S&P/ASX 200), and performances
for the month of March and for the 2014 calendar
year.

62.5% of shares not subject to the offer, and probably
reinvest the cash into Telstra shares. We will confirm
these changes at the end of April.
The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.01% in 2014, franked to 90.4%. Early indications
from the dividends declared in the February reporting
season suggest that the portfolio should marginally
exceed this target.
Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 March
2014) is as follows:

Income portfolio
* Income includes dividends declared payable.
The income portfolio is overweight financials,
consumer staples, utilities and telecommunications;
underweight materials and consumer discretionary;
and broadly index-weight the other sectors. It also
includes an allocation to property trusts (REIT), and
somewhat more exposure to the “cyclicals” through
the selection of stocks from the industrial sector.
With these sector allocations, we would expect this
portfolio to moderately underperform relative to the
benchmark price index in a strong bull market, and
moderately outperform in a bear market.

Growth portfolio
Similar to our approach to the income portfolio, we
applied a ‘top down’ approach to the industry
sectors and introduced biases that favour the sectors
that we feel have the best medium-term growth
prospects. The growth-oriented portfolio is overweight
healthcare, consumer discretionary and industrials;
underweight financials and property; and largely
index weight the other sectors.

For the first three months of the year, it is
outperforming the index. An overweight exposure to
the four major banks, in particular CBA and Westpac,
together with the inclusion of stocks, such as
Leighton and Orora, is compensating for the poor
performance of the materials sector and stocks, such
as Toll and Telstra.

Critically, we have biased the stock selection to
companies that will benefit from a falling Australian
dollar – either because they earn a major share of
their revenue offshore, and/or report their earnings in
USD – such as CSL, Amcor, Brambles,
Computershare, BHP and Rio. With the currency
increasing towards 0.93 USD during the month, this
impacted the performances of those stocks.

In relation to Leighton’s, we plan to “accept” the
proportional offer at $22.50, keep the remaining

Other biases include Woolworths over Wesfarmers;
CBA and Westpac over ANZ and to a lesser extent
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NAB; and the selection of Crown and JB Hi-Fi.
The portfolio is lagging the index by almost 1.3%.
Short sellers are active in JB-Hi-Fi and now Toll
Holdings, so it may be some time before these stocks
recover. Primary also hasn’t fared that well. While we
will keep all stocks under active consideration, we
feel it is a little premature to make any changes at this
early stage.
Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 March
2014) is as follows:

* Income includes dividends declared and payable.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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DRPs – great or cr*p
by Peter Switzer
I want to share with you the greatest, real life, normal
person story I have ever come across and one that
underlines my overall approach to making money out
of stocks. It is the story that makes me welded on to
my core strategy of building wealth inside my SMSF. I
wish I had heard this story when I was 20 or 30 years
of age instead of when I was looming in on 50!
In 1995, Anne Scheiber, aged 101 years of age, died
in New York City in a rent-controlled apartment in
Manhattan, no less. The place was a mess; nothing
short of a dust-laden hovel, a consequence of a
hamstrung landlord and an old lady living on social
security and a small monthly pension.
Anne Scheiber had been an auditor with the IRS —
the US tax office — and had retired in 1943 but, like a
lot of us, she lived longer than expected. However,
Anne made do, was thrifty, and didn’t lash out on
clothes and furniture. She didn’t even subscribe to a
newspaper, instead she’d go to the public library to
read The Wall Street Journal.

Anne was also a reader of quality market information
but she used it in conjunction with her strategy, which
was her investment process – quality companies +
dividend reinvestment = long-term wealth.
Dividend reinvestment plans
This story instantly sprung to mind when my team
asked me to look at DRPs or dividend reinvestment
plans. I think they’re great ideas but you need to
stick to quality companies. Dud businesses can give
DRPs a bad name.
In case you didn’t know, DRPs permit shareholders
to take part, or all, of their dividend in the form of
additional shares rather than cash, with no
transaction or brokerage costs. There can be
discounts but they are pretty scarce nowadays.

Slow and steady

The pluses are that it helps the companies’ cash flow
and helps shareholders resist the temptation to not
buy when market negativity drives share prices down.
Many Aussies bought CBA in the $20s during the
GFC because of their DRP selection!

So how did Ms Scheiber leave the Yeshiva University
$22 million in her will?

The big negative is if the company is a poor
performer and you have wasted a good dividend.

When she left the IRS, she’d saved $5,000, which
she ‘ploughed’ into stocks. After five years, she took
her profit and bought 1000 Schering-Plough
Corporation stocks for $10,000. By the time she died,
those stocks were worth $7.5 million and there were
128,000 shares in her portfolio.

Find the quality company connection

She did not get spooked by the ups and downs of the
stock market because she was a long-term investor in
quality companies. She would have been buying
when others were selling after crashes and
corrections because she understood something
called the Law of Process.

I recommend that you think carefully about DRPs and
make sure they’re connected to quality companies.
At the end of the day, I like the idea of at least 20
stocks in a portfolio and if they’re all good dividend
payers, with a DRP connected to them, that would be
a solid investment strategy linked to a good process.
That said, if you can only find 10 good’uns, then you
could DRP them and reinvest the dividends from your
other less reliable companies in the more reliable
ones.
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But of course, it would be ideal if you weren’t in any
unreliable companies, however, you know what
happens in the stock market.

$1.70 in 2010! So it averaged $1.46, which was only
three cents less than the 2007 dividend and 16 cents
more than the 2006 result.

If your processes are solid and you stick to them,
then you cope with the ups and downs of the market
and, undoubtedly, a DRP in a quality company is a
damn good start.

And take comfort in the fact that here at Switzer
Super Report, we will always try and help you find
these types of companies and when a DRP makes a
lot of sense.

If you need proof, look at the CBA’s dividend story
below:

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

If you need convincing about dividends, have a look
at 2007 to 2010, when the GFC was hitting and
hurting companies.
The June 2008 dividend was $1.53 but the June 2009
dividend dropped to $1.15 and then bounced back to
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The next carsales.com.au, REA Group or SEEK
by James Dunn
A decade and a half after stock exchange investors
first started to talk excitedly about “internet
businesses,” the promise has finally been borne out
– not by that first crop of hopefuls, but by the big
business-disruptive web stocks, jobs website operator
SEEK (SEK), real estate sales website
realestate.com.au (operated by REA Group, REA),
auto sales website Carsales.com (CRZ), hotel
accommodation website Wotif.com (WTF) and travel
booking site Webjet (WEB).
Several of these successful internet-based
businesses have become very significant companies:
REA Group is capitalised at $6.4 billion, SEK at $5.8
billion and CRZ at $2.6 billion. Wotif.com and Webjet
are much smaller, worth $544 million and $217 million
on the stock exchange respectively, but all five are
solid, fully franked dividend-paying companies.
Many investors would rue not getting on board for the
ride, when these companies set out to disrupt their
respective industries.
The new wave
But there is another wave of listed internet-based
businesses coming through – not exactly the same as
their big-five predecessors, but looking to apply
similar business models and hopefully, grab similar
chunks of market share.
The caveat with the second-wave companies is that
mostly, they are not yet profitable – let alone
generators of fully franked dividends. But SEEK,
realestate.com.au and Carsales.com had to start
somewhere, too.
iCar Asia
If you’re trying to find the next Carsales.com, a
handy shortcut is to look for what has impressed

Carsales.com itself. The auto sales heavyweight has
taken a 22.9% stake in iCar Asia (ICQ, $1.30, market
cap. $240 million), which operates essentially the
same business model, but owns car sales websites in
Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand. The company says
its Malaysian site, Carlist.my, and its Indonesian site,
Mobil123.com, lead their respective markets, while its
Thai site, ThaiCar.com, is number two.
ICQ says its vision is to become the ASEAN region’s
“largest and most trusted digital automotive market
place” is “well on course” – and clearly
Carsales.com, which knows a thing or two about
selling cars online, is a fan of what they’re doing. But
while ICQ says 2013 – its first full year of operations
since listing on the ASX in 2012 – was a year of
“dynamic growth” in its key metrics of listings,
audience and leads, it reported a net loss of $6.9
million for the year, compared to a net loss of $1.8
million in 2012.
If ICQ can clearly establish its sites as market
leaders, they will develop pricing power (which
Carsales.com has) and become profitable. Until then,
the stock has to be considered highly speculative –
but with at least the possibility that Carsales.com
decides to take ICQ over.
Property
ICQ is part of a three-stock stable of internet
companies chaired by businessman Patrick Grove.
Another is iProperty Group (IPP, $3.13, market cap.
$567.8 million), which owns what it describes as
Asia’s No. 1 network of property portal sites under
the umbrella brand of iProperty (www.iproperty.com).
IPP operates 10 property websites (nine residential,
one commercial) across Malaysia, Hong Kong,
Macau, Indonesia and Singapore, and has
investments in sites in India and the Philippines.
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Real estate agents and developers pay to list
properties on the company’s sites: for the year
ended 31 December 2013, IPP lifted its revenue by
23% to $19.05 million, and reported a net profit of
$1.71 million, compared to a net loss of $2.94 million
in FY12. IPP certainly has the potential to be the next
REA Group – but in southeast Asia, not Australia or
Europe.
Real estate portal Onthehouse Holdings (OTH, 64
cents, market cap. $52.6 million) might not openly
aim to be the next REA Group, but it makes no bones
about being modelled on the highly successful North
American website, Zillow.com. Like Zillow,
Onthehouse says it is a “second generation” real
estate portal because it combines free access to an
extensive property database (onthehouse.com.au)
covering Australian properties – including historical
sales and rental data, comparative property data –
with more traditional real estate online classified
listings.
The strength of this model, Onthehouse modestly
says, is reflected in Zillow’s market capitalisation,
which is approaching US$4 billion. Onthehouse chief
executive officer, Michael Fredericks, says OTH is
“around two to three years behind Zillow” in terms of
its development, and sees Zillow as “an exciting
forward indicator of where Onthehouse is heading.”
For the half-year to 31 December 2013, revenue rose
by 14% to $12.95 million, while net profit was clipped
by 20% to $587,000. No dividend was paid.

Lastly, the third member of the Patrick
Groves-chaired Asian-oriented stable of internet
businesses is the newly listed (December 2013)
internet retail business iBuy (IBY, 54 cents, market
cap. $194 million), which resembles Groupon, in that
its websites – BeeCrazy.hk, BeeCrazy.hk,
Mydeal.com.my and Dealmates.com – offer discount
deals for a range of goods, on the “flash sale” model
(also known as “deal of the day”), in which a website
offers a single product for sale at discount prices for a
short period only (usually up to 36 hours.) Retailers
like the ‘flash sale’ model because it can clear
excess inventory while building brand loyalty.
Disruptive reported a net loss of $466,151 for the
half-year to December.
For many self-managed super fund (SMSF) investors,
the lack of profits – let alone dividends – for most of
these stocks would be reason enough to avoid them.
But at one point, the prospects for SEEK, REA
Group, Carsales.com, Wotif.com and Webjet would
have looked similar. Fortune certainly favoured the
brave speculator back then – for that’s what this kind
of investing is – and those taking a similar leap of
faith in this group could potentially be well-rewarded,
too.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Travel
In the travel space, the tiny Disruptive Investment
Group (DVI, 2.1 cents, market cap. $7.6 million)
has big plans. Disruptive, which listed in 2013 through
a backdoor takeover of failed former food-brand
franchisor Allied Consolidated, owns the travel
websites www.checkin.com.au (hotel bookings),
www.CheapHotels.com.au (travel and hotels) and
www.EscapeLounge.com.au (booking service for
Australian travel tours and adventures.) Earlier this
month, Disruptive signed a deal with global insurer,
Hollard Insurance to offer branded travel insurance
products to Disruptive’s customer base, including
“Check-In.com.au Travel Insurance.” DVI’s stated
strategy is to be a “one stop shop” for travellers.
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Austbrokers best long-term bet in changing
insurance space
by Tony Featherstone
Who thought insurance would emerge as one of the
most exciting ASX sectors this financial year? A few
outstanding small insurance floats, some undervalued
established players and the upcoming
multi-billion-dollar privatisation of Medibank Private
have sparked interest.

compared with a $2 issue price. Like Steadfast, it is
performing slightly ahead of prospectus forecasts,
judging by its February trading update, and looks
marginally overvalued. Both stocks would be better
bought on a 5-10% correction.
iSelect

I will reserve judgement on Medibank until the
prospectus is released and there is a sense of
valuation. Still, government privatisations have a habit
of rewarding investors, and a successful float of
Medibank could lure more retail investors to the IPO
market and the insurance sector.

iSelect is a more interesting proposition after heavy
price falls. It raised $215 million in a prominent IPO,
listed in June 2013, and sunk from a $1.85 issue
price to as low as $1.05 as the Australian Securities &
Investments Commission queried aspects of its
prospectus. It is now $1.06.

The new players
For now, I favour small and mid-cap players.
Insurance broker Steadfast Group was among the
higher-quality floats of 2013 after raising $333 million
and listing in August. Its $1.15 issued shares have
climbed to $1.59 and it delivered a slightly
better-than-expected half-year result.

I am warming to iSelect at current prices – admittedly,
a contrarian view. The stock is deeply out of favour,
most brokers have hold or sell recommendations, and
the market is rightly sceptical after it downgraded
revenue forecasts within months of listing – a cardinal
sin for any IPO.
iSelect has a new CEO and plenty of work ahead to
restore market confidence. Hefty premium increases
on health insurance will work in its favour, as
investors increasingly use comparison sites to
compare policies and find cheaper ones.

The well-run Steadfast looks a steady long-term
performer that can grow organically and by
acquisition in a fragmented insurance-broker market.
But its price has run too hard for now and some
consolidation is in order.
The same could be said of travel insurance provider
Cover-More Group. It listed in December after
seeking $521 million in an IPO, and trades at $2.11,

We know from the history of Seek, REA Group,
Carsales.com and others that one internet site tends
to dominate its sector over time, and enjoy strong
barriers to entry through the network effect of higher
traffic, leading to more advertising and higher traffic
again.
For all its post-listing problems, iSelect has a good
market position and a well-known brand. But I
suspect the share price is going to get worse before it
gets better, making iSelect best bought at lower
prices.
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Austbrokers Holdings

declining return on equity.

As insurance IPOs – past and upcoming – hog media
headlines, the best current investments are in
established players such as Austbrokers Holdings
(AUB).

However, Austbrokers has a strong acquisitions
record. Allowing principals of acquired firms to retain
equity, keeps them highly motivated and aligns
interests. Overall, it is hard to conclude the strength
of Austbrokers’ business model or industry position
has diminished, despite price falls.

Austbrokers had been a small-cap darling: a five-year
average annualised total shareholder return (capital
growth and dividends) of 28% is exceptional in this
sector. Fund managers loved its growth potential in
the huge, though incredibly fragmented, SME
insurance market.
Austbrokers slumped from a 52-week high of $13 to
$10.34. It disappointed the market in March after
maintaining earnings guidance for FY14 at a 5-10%
increase in adjusted net profit. Uncertainty in the SME
sector and heightened industry competition led to flat
premium growth.

Moreover, a big headwind – SME uncertainty, which
reduces demand for insurance – could ease, or even
become a modest tailwind for Austbrokers if the
Australian economy continues to improve. Rising
business confidence and surveys showing higher
pricing expectations are good signs.
Either way, Austbrokers looks the best value of the
small insurance stocks. Short term, it could fall
further, given current negative sentiment. Having
more than quadrupled in four years, it was due for a
decent pullback.
Long term, this is a strong small-cap company.
Austbrokers might not be a screaming bargain yet,
but it offers enough to attract long-term value
investors at current prices.
Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines.

I could not find enough in the profit report to warrant
such a sharp share-price fall. More likely is
Austbrokers was dumped in a bout of profit-taking
after rallying in the first half of 2013. Perhaps some
fund managers took profits and rotated into
Austbrokers’ nearest listed peer, Steadfast.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Austbrokers has excellent long-term prospects. Small
and medium-size enterprises often complain about
rising premiums, but cannot operate without
insurance. Moreover, the huge SME insurance
market is still incredibly fragmented: Austbrokers can
continue to grow for years through small bolt-on
acquisitions.
Firms that grow through a seemingly never-ending
stream of acquisitions are not to everybody’s taste.
All too often, the acquisitions supercharge
earnings-per-share growth before the wheels fall off
and the company is left with too much debt and a
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Shortlisted
by Penny Pryor
On the short list this week, Peter likes
Computershare. He says with momentum stocks
being sold off in the US, high-tech stocks like
Computershare could be a good buy, if they fall too.
“A lot of people like the company on the basis that it
is linked to IPOs, high-tech companies, etc. but these
are now being dumped in the USA but it could be a
temporary thing,” he says.
As well as Computershare CSL, Dulux and CSR are
also on Peter’s radar.
Both Dulux and CSR are linked to a housing boom,
and with new home sales up 4.6% in February and up
29.2% for the year, this looks pretty likely.

expect a lot of attention from regulators on the
practice here.
In a note to Bell Direct clients on Friday, Switzer
Super Report expert Charlie Aitken said that Bell
Direct had never done a trade for an HFT client, and
never would.
He called on the regulators to take more notice of the
practice and for investors to consider shorting ASX.
“I encourage you to read Charles Schwab’s letter
[on the ‘growing cancer’ of HFT]. Everything that
Schwab mentions in his letter happens here in
Australia as well. Once you have, short ASX
shares..,” he told clients.

Paul Rickard agrees with Charlie’s call on Telstra.
“I am not chasing it – but around $5.00, it is yielding
5.8% fully franked, and I feel that is pretty attractive,”
he says.
He is also upbeat on Toll Holdings and bought some
at $5.17 last week.
“I expect that while this stock will stay under pressure
in the short term, these sort of levels represent good
long term value.”
It was hard to draw it out of him, but Peter managed
to get Rudi Filapek-Vandyck on his Switzer TV show
last week, to provide his view on the big miners.

The regulators might also take note from one of the
themes of Lewis’s book, which is although the high
frequency traders might be front-running the system
through their speed advantage, they are able to
because of the unintended consequences of a new
market regulation implemented in the US in 2007 –
Regulation National Market System or Reg NMS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

“Buy BHP and Rio for the capital management and
the dividends because the growth will be modest,”
Rudi said.
“BHP is not a $50 stock but high $30 – yes.”
Having just read Michael Lewis’ Flash Boys, or the
story of high frequency trading in the US, we should
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Changes to stockbroker valuations and ratings during
the week ending Friday, April 4, were all about
resources stocks, as both Credit Suisse and
Deutsche Bank published major sector updates.
While such updates always tend to have noticeable
impacts both in negative and positive ways, this time
the underlying message seems to be of a
predominantly positive nature.
In the good books
Evolution Mining (EVN) was upgraded to Hold from
Sell by Deutsche Bank after the broker’s update to
commodity price forecasts. It expects gold and iron
ore to slide over the medium term while base metals
prices should pick up. The rating is upgraded to Hold
from Sell on valuation.

New Hope (NHC) was upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse. First half earnings
were in line with the February guidance but Credit
Suisse shares the view that coal markets are
oversupplied and prices will be soft in the near term.
However, the rating was upgraded, given recent
share price weakness.
Panoramic Resources (PAN) was upgraded to
Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse, given the
retreat in the share price in recent weeks on
exploration disappointment. The price target is
reduced to 50c from 60c. Credit Suisse thinks the
sell-off was overdone. There’s gold upside from
Gidgee and a modest reserve increase at Savannah
that could add value.
Primary Health Care (PRY) was upgraded to Buy
from Neutral by UBS. UBS believes some sort of
means test being recommended in the federal budget
as highly probable and suspects more detail may be
forthcoming after Western Australian elections. Given
the uncertainty over what Medicare reforms will be
made, the broker has devised a worst and best case
scenario. The upshot is that reform risk is priced in
and the current price implies a 25% discount to peer
multiples.

Fortescue Metals (FMG) was upgraded to Hold from
Sell by Deutsche Bank. Following the same valuation
change, the broker expects iron ore prices will
improve in the second quarter but weaken over the
medium term. The rating is upgraded to Hold from
Sell based on valuation.

Regis Resources (RRL) was upgraded to Outperform
from Underperform by Credit Suisse and to Buy from
Hold by Deutsche Bank. Under new quarterly gold
and currency price assumptions, Credit Suisse has
raised the target to $2.75 from $2.60 and upgraded
the recommendation. Deutsche Bank has also
updated commodity price forecasts and expects gold
to weaken over the medium term. Its rating is
upgraded to Buy from Hold based on valuation.
In the not-so-good books
Aquila Resources (AQA) was downgraded to Neutral
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from Outperform by Credit Suisse. The broker
struggles with the valuation and retains a $2.60
target. Coking coal prices have hit record lows and
the appetite for new projects is limited. Still, Credit
Suisse thinks this is the best time to construct a major
coal project as depressed prices are shaking out the
high cost players and construction costs are coming
down in Australia. The rating is lowered to Neutral
from Outperform.

BT Investment (BTT) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse. The
broker has increased FY14 estimates by 23%, largely
because of strong performance fees. There’s
positive momentum in JO Hambro but Credit Suisse
considers the stock expensive at current levels.
Endeavour Mining (EVR) was downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by UBS. The company has reported a 2013
loss of $322 million in line with the broker’s
expectations. The company reiterated production
guidance for 2014. While the growth profile, cash
costs and diversified operating base remain
compelling, elevated gearing and limited free cash
flow increase the risk in an uncertain gold price
environment.

FNArena database tabulates the views of eight major
Australian and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill
Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Goodman Fielder (GFF) was downgraded to
Underperform from Buy by BA-Merrill Lynch and to
Hold from Add by CIMB Securities. Goodman Fielder
has revised down earnings guidance and Merrills
thinks the cost reduction strategy is faltering.
Aggressive reductions in the number of production
facilities have strained the remaining network and the
broker suspects this is leading to a need for
reinvestment. Over the next 12 months, the broker
considers the downside risks will weigh. CIMB
analysts are also disappointed. The turnaround
program still has 24 months to run and further
disappointments cannot be excluded. CIMB expects
some growth in FY15.
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Sydney property market strong, Melbourne dips
by Staff Reporter
There was a slight dip in auction activity over the
week, as the clearance rate for combined capital
cities slipped to 67.3% from 67.7% with 2,669
auctions, compared to the 3,039 auctions of capital
city properties the previous week.

Of note was the drop in Melbourne’s auction
clearance rate to the lowest it has been so far this
year, at 63.4%. Perhaps the Southern city was
pre-occupied with the comedy festival, or maybe
oversupply is an issue. Melbourne has long had a
much higher number of auctions than Sydney.

The lower activity in Melbourne also filtered through
to the median home value, which was down by 0.6%
over the week and 0.1% over the month. However, on
a year-to-date basis, its increase of 4.8% is not far
behind Sydney’s 5.1% increase. The average home
value at the combined five capital cities rose by just

And finally, the median price of houses sold in
Sydney through private treaty was up slightly over the
week – from $730,000 to $740,000 as the combined
capitals average rose from $564,506 to $568,501.
The median value of units at the combined capital
cities sold at private treaty actually fell over the week,
from $490,831 to $488,710.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Did you know?
Last week, we held our monthly webinar and Paul Rickard and I answered plenty of your tricky questions
around investments and everything SMSF. You can watch it here here.
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